
Recruitment in the Age of Googlization

Our world is changing. Jobs are transforming. The skilled labor 
force is shrinking. Resignations are growing. Job vacancies are 
increasing. The “race-for-talent” clock is ticking, and top talent 
has choices. And if all this isn’t bad enough, traditional 
recruiting practices aren’t working. With access to talent 
expected to be increasingly more difficult, the “fun” is just 
beginning. To win the race for access to talent, every business - 
no matter the industry or size - must deliver a spectacular 
candidate experience. But that requires change. But adapting 
to this new world of Never-Normal doesn’t happen by 
accident. Whether you're an experienced recruiter, HR 
professional, or landed in the position by chance, this is a 
must-attend session. Join Recruiting in the Age of 
Googlization author/speaker and global thought leader Ira S 
Wolfe for this presentation as he shares what’s ahead for 2022-
2023 and what HR needs to do differently to access (and 
retain) talent.

If there is a crystal ball for what the future of jobs, work, and the workplace look like, it lies in the head of 
Ira S. Wolfe. Ira has emerged as one of the top 5 Global Thought Leaders in the Future of Work and HR.  
a visionary thinker in what happens When the Shift Hits Your Plan and How to Thrive on the Never-Normal 
Journey.

•    “Millennial trapped in a Baby Boomer body” 
•    Top 100 HR Influencers for 2021
•    Top 5 Global Thought Leader on Future of Work
•    Top 5 Global Thought Leader on HR
•    Top 10 Global Thought Leader on Leadership
•    TEDx Speaker
•    AQ Level 2 Professional 
•    Podcast Host, Geeks Geezers Googlization (Top 70)
•    Founder, Googlization Nation
•    President, Poised for the Future Company
•    Founder, Success Performance Solutions
•    Frequent Guest Expert on Podcasts, TV, and Print/Digital Publications
•    Frequent Speaker at SHRM and Business Conferences 
•    Blogger and Contributor to CornerstoneOnDemand ReWork, Forbes, HuffPost
•    6X Book Author including
      Recruiting in the Age of Googlization (2017, 2020)
      Geeks Geezers and Googlization (2009)
      Perfect Labor Storm (2004)
      Understanding Business Values and Motivators (2004)

1.  How did HR get in this mess?

2.  How to close the gap between 
candidates and employers

3.  How to reimagine the candidate 
and employee experience

4.  Why HR needs to "be like water”

5.  Strategies and tips to access 
talent from anywhere, whenever.

*Content can be modified based on 
the audience, time allotted, keynote 
or workshop, and theme.

What you will learn*:

www.irawolfe.com

www.successperformancesolutions.com

success@super-solutions.com
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/hireauthority
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@googlizationnation

/in/irawolfe

Who is 
Ira S Wolfe?

Alternate titles:    Your Playbook for Recruiting in the Age of Googlization
                             Your Candidate Experience is All FCDD-up!
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